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Abstract. We discuss the role and characteristics of informal learning in a community
computing context. We argue that minimalist design can be adapted to the needs of
community computing, and that its principles can be used to envision and develop
community activities and technologies that promote active learning. We illustrate these
ideas with several community computing projects that exemplify how to embed learning
in meaningful activities, enable learners to make progress quickly, promote thinking and
inference, evoke and leverage prior knowledge, and support error recognition and
recovery. We conclude with a discussion of how minimalism might be used more broadly
to guide the design of community computing systems and activities.

Informal Learning in Community Computing
Community computing refers to the use of networking, software, and activities to
support community interactions. Classic examples include the Cleveland Free Net
(facilitating dissemination of public health information; Beamish, 1995), and
Montana’s Big Sky Telegraph (improving teachers’ access to library resources in
rural Montana; Uncapher, 1999). Community computing is distinctive in that
participants are neighbors in the traditional sense; they live in physical proximity
and share physical, economic and social resources. In contrast to Internet
communities, the information character of community computing is primarily
local—description, news, and events pertaining to clubs and churches, public
schools, municipal government, voluntary associations, retail businesses, regional
economic development and social services.
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An important facet of community computing is learning. Learning may occur as
an incidental outcome but is an inherent consequence of any creative human
activity; people learn even when they “merely” pursue familiar interests and
concerns in new ways. The Cleveland and Montana communities did not simply
accomplish community goals more efficiently; they evolved a local Internet
culture of new skills and practices. They learned how to use Internet technologies
to accomplish new community functions. In Cleveland community health
information dissemination evolved into community health discussions through
which the hospital staff learned about the needs of their customers. In Montana,
people accessed online libraries for existing information; the community created
novel coding schemes to digitize Native American cultural artifacts, enabling
cultural dissemination back into the libraries.
Communities support technology learning in many ways, including just-intime training classes offered through adult learning centers, community colleges,
and so on. In this paper we focus on informal learning (IL), working from
McGiveney’s (1998) broad characterization: informal learning occurs outside of
intentional learning environments such as classrooms; arises through people’s
activities and interests; and even when provided in response to perceived needs is
conveyed in a flexible and informal fashion. In the Cleveland and Montana
examples, although there may have been an explicit effort to learn about
community members’ needs on the one hand, and coding schemes, on the other,
the shared learning was emergent and entirely situated in the ongoing activities
and goals of the community.
Community computing provides an especially rich—and challenging—context
for analyzing and supporting informal learning processes (Figure 1). Community
groups are often structured and managed in an ad hoc fashion. Goals and
activities may vary dynamically as a function of membership, current leadership,
and resources. Although this adds to the complexity of community group
interaction, it also raises the opportunity for many different individuals to “step
up” to the needs of their groups.
Within these dynamic group structures, people enact multiple roles, relating to
other members as parents, business colleagues, volunteers, and so on. Community
members who bridge multiple groups have the potential for great impact on the
community, in that they tend to be highly educated and more involved in civic
concerns (Kavanaugh et al., 2003; Kavanaugh et al., 2005). Cross-group
membership also has implications for informal learning, as people are able to see
and act on the possibilities for cross-fertilization of ideas, methods, and resources
(Putnam, 2000).
The members of community groups vary tremendously in what they bring to
shared efforts: in business settings, people collaborate because they have a “job”
to do, but in the discretionary context of community efforts, motivation is often
intrinsic but varies considerably across individuals. The diverse motivations
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interact with resource limitations such as time available, making it very difficult
to develop and implement targeted learning opportunities. Also, because part of
the shared capital in a community is a physical place, a variety of concrete
experiential outcomes and rewards become more possible and common.
Belonging to any community of practice implies a bond among members, but if
we are managing the earth, this bond is inherently multifaceted and will lead to
many levels and modes of interaction.
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Figure 1. Opportunities and challenges for learning in community computing
The unpredictability and complexity—but also the richness of motivations,
backgrounds, and roles—of community computing highlight a need for informal,
contextualized learning processes that leverage community members' goals, skills,
time, technology, and other resources if and when they are available. In the
balance of this paper we argue that minimalist design provides a guiding
framework for initiating and sustaining a broad-based learning culture that
accommodates the just-in-time context of community computing. We first briefly
review the principles of minimalism and suggest how they can be generalized to
address community computing contexts. We illustrate our arguments by reflecting
on several of our own community computing projects, concluding with ideas for
future analysis and discussion.
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Minimalism as a Model for Informal Learning
Minimalism is an instructional design framework intended to address the needs of
computer users as active learners (Carroll, 1990). Minimalism was a response to
empirical studies of novice and experienced computer users as they attempted
new tasks. Active learners often reject the prescribed goals and activities of
training materials, instead developing and pursuing their own goals. They explore
features in pursuit of these goals, working from whatever prior knowledge they
possess, whether it is useful or not. When they make mistakes, active users try to
understand what has happened, often learning something in the process. A key
insight behind minimalism is that learning resources and tools should not protect
users from these active learning tendencies but rather should design for the
tendencies, thereby anticipating and supporting learning by doing.
Minimalist design can be summarized through five basic principles, each
emphasizing an important characteristic of active learning that can be encouraged
and reinforced through appropriate instructional design:
• Embed learning in meaningful activities. People are motivated by real tasks
in the real world, not by artificial exercises that introduce new content bit
by bit. Designers should offer learning tasks that connect with learners' real
world goals and concerns but still achievable by novices.
• Allow learners to get started quickly. Learners want to take action and enjoy
evidence of progress from the start. Minimalist designs should make it
possible for learners to take concrete actions right away, rather than
expecting preliminary effort such as reading or planning. Minimalist
designs should coordinate presentation of information with opportunities for
action to every extent possible (van der Meij & Carroll, 1995).
• Rely on learners to think and to improvise. When instructions tell learners
what to do step by step, active users often respond by skipping around, in
essence forcing themselves to think and improvise, but often ending up in
error tangles. Designers instead should construct open-ended materials
requiring inference while also offering tips for successful action.
• Evoke and support the use of prior knowledge. Learners understand new
material with respect to what they already know, using analogies and
generalization to make sense of new concepts. Designers should analyze
learners' prior knowledge, using metaphors to promote learning transfer.
• Prevent, mitigate and leverage errors. Nuisance errors (like mis-typing a
URL) should be anticipated and prevented when possible. But many errors
are an opportunity for further learning when active users are considering
and testing solutions. Designers should provide feedback that makes it clear
when users are in an error state and offer tips that guide recovery.
Minimalist instruction was developed in response to human tendencies toward
active learning. Because it emphasizes learning by doing, minimalism addresses
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many of the characteristics of informal learning, for instance the connection of
learning to real world activities and reliance on the learner to initiate and manage
the reflection and learning process (Dewey, 1933) Minimalism views learners as
motivated by intrinsic goals and learning as an ongoing process integrated with
everyday experience. As such it is well suited to the needs of informal learning in
community computing.

Minimalism in a Community Computing Context
Minimalism assumes that learners are situated in real world activities and that
they use this real world context to make sense of new experiences with
computing; however most work in minimalism has focused on sense-making by
individuals (Carroll, 1998). To consider the role of minimalism for community
computing, we must first consider how its principles can be extended or adapted
to the problems of technology learning in a community context (Table 1).
Minimalist principle

Adaptation for community computing

Embed learning in
meaningful activities

Embed learning in a rich and multi-faceted activity,
supporting synthesis and compromise

Allow learners to get
started quickly

Provide varied options for rapid results suitable for
varied backgrounds, including social scaffolding

Rely on learners to think
and to improvise

Design activities that require cooperation and have
unpredictable emergent properties; provoke bridging,
perspective-switching, and mutual adaptation

Evoke and support the
use of prior knowledge

Encourage and support bridging among groups; make
the highly distributed and evolving knowledge of the
group visible and organized by familiar structures

Prevent, mitigate, and
leverage errors

Make it safe and possible for members to monitor
and contribute to others' work as well as their own;
anticipate, support conflict recognition and resolution

Table 1. Adapting minimalism to a community computing context
One contrast between the body of work on minimalism and the context of
community computing is that community learning is a shared and distributed
process; it takes place at the level of groups rather than individuals. The learning
that takes place is a collective achievement across a potentially diverse set of
individuals with complementary or even competing personal motivations
(Bertelsen & Bødker, 2003; Engeström, 1987). From a minimalist perspective, the
important implication is that meaningfulness will be multi-faceted, with different
stakeholders participating under different conceptions of what and how things are
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happening. Imagine an activity in which volunteers make home technology visits
to house-bound elders: the volunteers understand the activity as technology
outreach, but for the elders the meaning may lie in the social interaction. The
meaningfulness of the overall activity lies in the mutual recognition and synthesis
of individuals' goals and motivations (Kuuti & Arvonen, 1982).
With respect to helping learners make progress quickly, a community context
again suggests a more expansive view. Minimalist designs rely on tools or
instructions that reduce preliminaries, focus learners' attention on just the right
information, and offer a protected path to a meaningful goal (Carroll & Carrithers,
1984; Carroll & Kay, 1985; Rosson, Carroll & Bellamy, 1990). Such training
techniques would surely be useful in community computing, but because of
members' diverse background designers must offer multiple entry points into an
activity, enabling the most novice members to participate when time is available,
yet allowing sophisticated members to make progress at more challenging levels.
By leveraging the indigenous knowledge and social structure of a community,
designers can create social scaffolding techniques—perhaps encouraging more
expert group members to create learning models for the less expert.
An important element of minimalist design is to amplify learners' inquiry and
sense-making. In a self-paced learning context, one way to do this is to initiate
goal-oriented activities where procedural details are sketchy or absent (e.g.,
Carroll & Carrithers, 1984). At a group level, this might be accomplished by
engaging members in distributed activities where no individual holds a complete
understanding of how other participants are contributing (Hutchins, 1995).
Technical support for inquiry in such a context could be a history system that not
only logs members' activity streams but also their rationale. Alternatively one
might recruit social mechanisms for provoking group inquiry and reflection, for
instance organizing cross-generation or cross-cultural groups that must test and
establish common ground in order to collaborate (Rosson & Carroll, 2003;
Veinott et al., 1999).
Community knowledge is diverse, distributed, and evolving. The group can
access, engage with, and benefit from their shared knowledge to the extent that it
is available for application in the right place and at the right time. This implies a
requirement for knowledge management—enabling the community to capture,
organize and recruit members' knowledge, both tacit and explicit (Davenport &
Prusak, 1997). Technical approaches to this might involve member profiles and
history, perhaps including an explicit expertise database (Ackerman & Malone,
1990). An alternative is to collect a variety of information about the community's
activities (e.g., online objects or files accessed, changes instrumented, messages
posted) and offer visualizations or other tools to extract patterns from the data
(Hill & Begole, 2003). A social technique might be to initiate and reinforce
"pockets of expertise" in the community (Rosson, 2004).
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Finally, the social structure of a community leads to an expanded view of problem
recognition and recovery. As groups pursue shared goals, the members who are
active will vary in the expertise, time, and other resources that they can
contribute; the quality or accuracy of their contributions may vary accordingly.
The community must be able to monitor, detect, and correct problems
experienced by individuals or subgroups, with the result that the group and its
activities evolve together. A designer can encourage social support of this sort by
enabling flexible ownership and digital editing rights (e.g., the Wiki model;
Cunningham & Leuf, 2001), or by providing for reputation or other expertise
mechanisms that highlight sources of expertise (and accompanying responsibility;
Kelly, Sung & Farnham, 2002).

Minimalist Design for Community Computing
Over the past decade we have studied a variety of issues and Internet technologies
in community computing (Carroll, 2002; Carroll & Rosson, 2001; Carroll &
Rosson, 1996). We have worked in several contexts, including K-12 education
(Isenhour et al., 2000), senior citizens (Carroll et al., 1999) and inter-generational
computing (Rosson & Carroll, 2003), civic groups (Carroll et al., in press;
Kavanaugh et al., 2003) and non-profit organizations (Merkel et al., 2004).
Although our community computing projects were not developed with
minimalism as an explicit design goal, together they illustrate features that begin
to define a minimalist design space for such efforts.
Figure 2 offers an overview of four projects that we highlight in the current
discussion. BLACKSBURG NOSTALGIA was an early Internet application built in
collaboration with the town's senior citizens (Carroll et al., 1999). It used
interactive forms to collect stories of what it was like to live in this town in the
1950's and 1960's; these stories were often prompted by photographs taken during
that era, and were elaborated, refined, and sometimes even corrected through
other residents' comments and annotations.
TEACHER BRIDGE is an ongoing participatory design project in which public
school teachers build online artifacts and activities in a collaborative space that
allows them to share, reuse and build their teaching practices together (Kim et al.,
2003). COMMUNITYSIMS was an exploration of cross-generational learning and
collaboration in which middle school students worked with senior citizens to raise
and discuss community issues using visual simulations (Rosson et al., 2002;
Rosson & Carroll, 2003). CIVIC NEXUS is a relatively new project in which we are
working with non-profit community groups to help them understand their needs
and goals for information technology, as well as how to acquire and sustain the
skills for meeting these needs (Farooq et al., 2005; Merkel et al., 2004).
Although each of these projects was motivated by different community
computing research goals, they share the fundamental belief that the learning and
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use of community computing skills should occur in an informal manner that is
contextualized by the needs and resources of the group. In this section we reflect
on characteristics of the projects that illustrate how the five minimalist design
principles might be applied within a community computing context.

Figure 2. Overview of four community computing projects used as examples.
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Embed Learning in Meaningful Activities
In two of our projects, informal learning opportunities developed out of existing
activities. This has the advantage of fitting the new computing services into an
established set of goal structures and methods. For example, NOSTALGIA was
conceived as a web-based enhancement to a story-collection process that was
already underway using email and listservs. The meaning of this activity was tied
to residents' shared history of interactions and events in a familiar set of places
that had evolved over time. TEACHER BRIDGE offers teachers a suite of tools (web
editors, shared data tables, electronic whiteboards, etc.) within a collaborative
authoring environment. But rather than enrolling teachers in a "collaborative
authoring" activity from the start, we tapped their strong existing motivation to
create teaching materials. Our strategy was to engage teachers by supporting wellestablished pedagogical goals, while at the same time enabling a new framework
for sharing and collaboration among teachers (Carroll et al., 2003). In this sense,
the informal learning about one another's efforts emerged as a by-product of the
familiar activity of classroom lesson development.
In contrast, the COMMUNITYSIMS and the CIVIC NEXUS projects illustrate the
discovery of meaningful activities as an integral part of informal learning. In
COMMUNITYSIMS our vision was of cross-generation construction and discussion
of simulations that address community issues (e.g., noisy neighborhoods,
smoking at school). But we predicted from the start that middle school students
and elderly citizens would have differing reactions to this goal; one of our
research tasks was to investigate these reactions and find a way to synthesize
them into a shared effort. We discovered that the elders understood the project as
community education and the students as game-playing; this led us to reconceive
the project as a role-playing activity in which elders designed community
simulations that were implemented by the students. The synthesized activity was
multi-faceted, enabling the rather different participants to at once respect their
complementary strengths and to find a comfortable framework for their
interactions. The students learned about community issues and the elders learned
about the design and implementation of interactive graphical simulations.
In CIVIC NEXUS we have been helping community groups reflect on and
understand their own goals with respect to computing (Merkel et al., 2004). For
instance in one case a watershed conservancy group had initiated a website
development activity by hiring an outside expert. They found that this activity
was more complex than they had imagined—the expert built a perfectly lovely
website but one that did not convey the group's image of itself. With our help the
group has reconceptualized the activity as conveying their mission to the public
and is now working on their own version of a website. We showed the group how
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to use scenarios to better understand their computing goals, for example taking an
abstract concept like "mission" and exploring it through a concrete usage episode.

Allow Learners to Get Started Quickly
Our community computing projects exemplify two complementary techniques for
helping groups to make progress quickly. One of these is based on the recognition
that group members will vary in their starting point and so will need differing
options for participation. The second recognizes that because some members of
the group are better prepared for the new technology, the activity should enable
them to take the lead so that the group as a whole makes rapid progress.
In our TEACHERBRIDGE project, we recognized that teachers vary considerably
in their technology background, but we wanted any motivated teacher to be able
to quickly get up to speed in the collaborative environment. Our approach was to
provide simple web-based editing tools (building from the wiki paradigm) that
operate in parallel with fully interactive Java-based tools for creating and editing
web pages, discussions, calendars and so on. Teachers who are comfortable
authoring web pages can use the simpler tools to work on the same objects as
those created by other teachers using the more sophisticated tool suite.
From a group activity perspective, an early measure of progress is the speed
with which pre-existing activities can be reconstituted in a new community
computing system. For instance, most of the non-profit groups in the CIVIC
NEXUS project already have some web presence and they do not want to start over
using new tools. Thus we have emphasized the process of reusing existing content
(e.g., importing a series of HTML pages into a content management tool). In this
way a group can quickly have a rough prototype (one that is also familiar) and
focus on editing and enhancement rather than building new content from scratch.
The NOSTALGIA project is simple in its technology but illustrates an important
social technique for making progress quickly. We identified senior citizens who
had significant Internet expertise and recruited them as our "lead users", ensuring
that a critical mass of town memories were contributed and discussed in the first
weeks of system use. At the same time, we serves as intermediaries for elders
who wanted to contribute but were not ready to use the web interactive system—
if they sent a story or annotation to our research team, we would post it on their
behalf. We are using a similar strategy in CIVIC NEXUS: in one activity involving
courseware construction by high school students, we quickly identified those who
had network expertise and oriented them toward installation of server software,
while others just as quickly began developing courseware content (web pages).
The COMMUNITYSIMS project also used a form of social scaffolding to move
the activity along quickly. Because participants were assigned a role (elders were
simulation designers, students were programmers), they had less need to negotiate
common ground with their young or elderly partner; the complementary
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responsibilities made it clear who should do what. Stereotypes are often seen as
limiting and potentially damaging to interpersonal behavior, but in this situation
they seemed to streamline the cross-generation interaction, providing a sort of
"bootstrapping" for collaborative exchange.
From an informal learning perspective, the COMMUNITYSIMS project faced the
risk that the visual simulation programming process would slow down the
activity, frustrating participants and sapping their intrinsic motivation. The
simulations were built using STAGECAST CREATOR, a visual language that uses
visual before-after rules and programming by demonstration to build simulations
that play out as a series of connected animations (Smith & Cypher, 1999). We
addressed this issue by providing a number of canonical simulations that could be
played and quickly enhanced, enabling early progress and reward. During the
more extended simulation and construction process, we encouraged design teams
to employ a very lightweight "tool" for quick results—paper and pencil for
sketching characters and action. One way to see the sketching process is as a lowfidelity prototype that can be developed in a participatory fashion regardless of
the partners' technology expertise (Erickson, 1995; Muller, 199?).

Rely on Learners to Think and to Improvise
A fundamental goal of minimalist design is to provoke the learner into an active
learning process of inference and problem-solving rather than one of rote
learning, procedure following, and repetition. In group activities, this contrast is
often discussed by comparing collective behavior that is situated and emergent
versus behavior that is pre-defined and regulated (cf. Suchman's [1987] situated
action versus Winograd's [1987] action workflow approach).
Our community computing projects are all open-ended in nature. The most
prescribed is NOSTALGIA, where we were clearly requesting a certain type of entry
(town memories). However even in this case, the tool did not enforce any content
or format restrictions, and in fact we observed that contributors learned to use the
tool for unexpected purposes (e.g., online greetings). In the COMMUNITYSIMS
workshops we provided examples of the sorts of simulations we thought were
suitable, but the ideas generated and implemented by the participants were more
broad-ranging and creative than our starting set. The younger students were quite
content to build characters and actions that had some aspect of fantasy, while the
older participants proposed and encouraged "real world" connections to actual
places and events taking place in the town. The resulting simulations illustrated
an interesting combination of fantasy intermixed with familiar names, buildings,
and other details (Rosson & Carroll, 2003).
Some of our community computing tools have features that were explicitly
designed to provoke inference and engagement. For instance TEACHERBRIDGE
includes "awareness" mechanisms that convey the current status of group efforts.
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One of these is a timeline that visualizes whether and how often a project
component has received attention, including deadlines that might be looming.
Group members can make inferences about activity needs and decide whether and
how they should take steps to meet these needs. Similarly, teachers can find, view
and test work products created by other teachers, but if a teacher wishes to create
a similar artifact she must discover how it was constructed—the system facilitates
this by storing information about the object's creator.
In the CIVIC NEXUS project we are exploring a minimalist form of participatory
design in which we refrain from co-designing technology solutions. Instead we
present multiple possibilities and highlight the tradeoffs associated with each. The
goal is to provide enough assistance that the group can actively discuss and
choose among options, learning more about their needs, values, and resources in
the process (Merkel et al., 2004). At a conceptual level this is analogous to the
early work on minimal manuals, where the instructional designer uses open-ended
instructions or queries to make learners think about how to solve a problem rather
than tell them directly what to do (Carroll & Carrithers, 1984). The method can be
conveyed by the metaphor of a bard: an actor who stands at the periphery but
who tells stories that enhance the group's self-understanding (Carroll & Rosson,
in press).

Evoke and Leverage Learners' Prior Knowledge
The knowledge of a group is distributed and evolving, so one objective of
minimalist design is to make the group's collective knowledge more apparent and
accessible. A good example can be seen in TEACHERBRIDGE: the system records
everything that happens, every object that is created or browsed, every change
that is made, emails or chat messages sent. For instance, suppose that an
interactive discussion room is created by one teacher for her class, reused by a
second teacher for a related discussion, and used by a third as a model for a class
debate. The knowledge about how to create these educational activities and the
consequences of using them for different purposes is distributed across the three
teachers. But because the system records all of these interactions and
transformations, an interested teacher can access this knowledge. For example she
might view a social network of an object's authors and users, and may choose to
contact them directly or to explore other class activities they have created.
The stories that residents contributed to NOSTALGIA were a natural mechanism for
evoking, elaborating and refining the local history knowledge distributed among
community residents (see also Palaver tree paper). We further reminded the senior
citizens of their shared knowledge by acquiring, digitizing, and presenting
historical photos of buildings and other familiar sites in the town. This is
analogous to the evocative role of sacred places in community discussions
(Erickson, 2000).
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As with other minimalist design principles, a designer may use social
techniques to engage a group's prior knowledge. In the COMMUNITYSIMS project
we knew that the knowledge bases of our cross-generation community members
would be diverse—middle school students are familiar with the social and
material concerns of 12-14 year olds, whereas elderly residents are familiar with
civic concerns, policy tradeoffs, and so on. To ensure that we offered content that
would connect with both groups, we carried out a preliminary workshop in which
we worked with middle school teachers and elderly citizens to brainstorm
simulation topics that would be age-appropriate. For example, the teachers
directed us to student-relevant topics like flirting and sexual harrassment, while
the older users proposed topics like voter education and neighborhood watch.
Because this project was aimed at integrating two segments of the community
with rather different knowledge bases, we were careful to provide initial examples
that would make contact with each subgroup.

Prevent, Mitigate, and Leverage Errors
Minimalist design research has provided many examples of scaffolding intended
to prevent or minimize the damaging consequences of errors—for example
training wheels that inactivate system function choices known to cause confusion
and frustration (Carroll & Carrithers, 1984). Such a technique enables the learner
to make a mistake, and to discover that it is an inappropriate step to take, but
without suffering any other consequence. In the context of community computing
an analogous approach leverages the group's social structure and shared goals to
create a social form of scaffolding; other members of the community would be
able to help a member having difficulty, even to the extent of correcting an error
directly.
The TEACHERBRIDGE environment was designed with this sort of social
scaffolding in mind. When a teacher creates a new object, she can decide what
other members of her community should be able to view it and who if at all
should be able to edit it. If she makes it editable by others, not only can they
explore her creations, they can enhance them with their own edits, whether minor
fixes like formatting or spelling problems, or more significant enhancements like
new embedded objects. Because the system also has extensive support for object
histories and versions, these friendly amendments are made with low risk; the
original author can always choose to reinstall an earlier version. These
mechanisms are descendents of Ward Cunningham's wiki concept (Cunningham
& Leuf, 2001) and are designed to create a community culture of shared
responsibility, a sort of good citizenship directed at ensuring high quality.
A related example can be seen in the simulation-specific commenting facility
in COMMUNITYSIMS. When a simulation is posted for sharing, it is allotted its own
mini-discussion thread, a place for other users (or even the author) to post
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reactions and suggestions. We discovered that many of the comments posted were
aimed at perceived problems or complaints about the simulations, for example
suggesting places where the action needs to be smoothed out, or where the
message does not come across. In this case it is up to the author to address the
problem, but other members of the community assist with problem recognition
and possible solutions.
In the CIVIC NEXUS project, problem recognition and recovery is subsumed
under the more general concern of technology capacity management. A high level
objective in all of our non-profit partnerships is sustainability: when the research
project is over, the group must be able to maintain (and even further develop) the
technology it needs to achieve its goals. Sustainability includes the recognition
and recovery from problematic situations (e.g., the server software becomes
outdated) but goes beyond this to include management of technology skills and
plans. In CIVIC NEXUS we are designing for sustainability by understanding our
research objective to be initiation of an ongoing learning process rather than
development of a product or solution.

Discussion
We have used the minimalist design framework to reflect on several of our
projects in community computing, illustrating how these projects contain a
number of features designed to promote informal learning. We posited that the
context of community computing engenders a mix of opportunities and challenges
for informal learning; for instance the diversity of the groups and their members'
motivation creates opportunities for cross-fertilization and mutual learning, but at
the same time makes the learning process relatively unpredictable and distributed
across time, people, and locations. The general lack of resources leads to an
important requirement for flexible, just-in-time learning mechanisms. The
minimalist techniques discussed in this paper and summarized in Table 2 are
offered as guidance to designers seeking to support informal learning in a
community computing context.
For example, we noted that informal learning must be motivated by and
grounded in meaningful behavior. Within a community computing context, we
argued that designers' focus should be on activities rather than on system
functions, and that these activities should have a shared meaning in the
community that is multi-faceted and emergent. Designers can promote a shared
understanding among community members by helping them to recognize
contrasting or complementary views and to synthesize them into a
reconceptualization of the group's activity. Designers might facilitate a synthetic
process such as this by providing group members with lightweight tools for
externalizing and combining one another's differing views.
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Design principle

Example minimalist strategies

Meaningful activities

Social: Discussion and synthesis of contrasting or
complementary goals
Technical: Lightweight tools (e.g. sketching) for
developing a shared understanding

Get started quickly

Social: Stereotypical role definitions
Technical: Multiple levels of commitment; importing
content from existing activities

Think and improvise

Social: Discussion of tradeoffs and design rationale;
teams with diverse membership
Technical: Pervasive activity awareness

Prior knowledge

Social: Content customized to different subgroups and
knowledge bases
Technical: Data about members' creations, usage, and
transformations; tools for mining these data

Error recovery

Social: Designing for technology capacity
management
Technical: Collaborative editing with versioning;
object-specific commentary or annotations

Table 2. Social and technical approaches to minimalist design
The diversity of community groups might seem like a deterrent to rapid
progress in a learning situation, but we showed how we were able to leverage the
diversity in a team by setting up a role-playing situation in which different
members had clear but complementary responsibilities. Similarly we argued that
encountering different or even competing viewpoints and capacities in a group
can be the inspiration for thinking and improvisation.
We suggested that if designers provide pervasive support for access rights and
versioning within a community, they may encourage a culture of shared
responsibility in which members help to monitor and correct one another's work.
We also argued for a broader view of problem detection and correction, where it
is subsumed by the more general concern of technology capacity management.
Note that the strategies summarized in Table 3 have been classified as
primarily social or technical in nature. These labels are not intended to be
mutually exclusive—a tool used to mine group members' online interaction data
is a technical innovation but it clearly is working with information that is social in
character. However the contrasting labels do help to express the complementary
contributions of technical and social design elements in community computing.
This is an important general lesson to draw from our discussion: community
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computing should be analyzed as a socio-technical system, and the minimalist
design strategies should incorporate both social and technical approaches.
Another general observation about the community computing projects we have
reviewed is that all have relied extensively on participatory design methods
(Carroll & Rosson, in press). Meaning and intrinsic motivation are an essential
ingredient of informal learning and designers will not be able to appreciate
community member's concepts and concerns unless they work with them, probe
their views, present options, and listen to reactions.
Indeed, our current work in the CIVIC NEXUS project is leading us to a new
view of participatory techniques that are appropriate for community computing.
The lack of stable governing structures and resources makes the sustainability of
any community computing intervention a first order concern (Merkel et al., 2004).
If a research project enhances the technological support for a group's activity,
what happens when the project is over? Will the group be able to maintain its new
technology and activities? Can the group learn and evolve as the technology
evolves? If the goal of the participatory engagement is seen as the development of
a community computing "system" (or even an activity), chances are that the
intervention will not be sustainable in the longer term, for instance as the nonprofit group's membership evolves, and its resources come and go. Instead we are
coming to believe that a more appropriate design goal is to initiate a technology
learning practice. A socio-cultural change of this sort may not lead to specific
designed artifacts, but it may be resilient to changes in membership, the departure
of the research group, and so on.
As designers, we find it difficult to resist a solution-oriented exchange with our
community partners—we hear their needs; we have great ideas about how to
solve their problems; we want to help! But if instead we carefully listen and
reflect back to them what we have heard, we may be able to do even better: we
may be able to help them help themselves.
Not surprisingly, our emerging view of participatory design is minimalist
itself. We try to identify modest problems that a group can tackle immediately, so
that they can see themselves making progress. We encourage them to build from
their own knowledge by telling them stories about what we have heard them say,
so that they can better understand what they do or do not already know. We avoid
giving them detailed instructions for new activities, instead presenting options
and tradeoffs for them to consider. When we identify sources of energy (even
when they are in the form of a conflict) we reflect these back into the process to
inspire thinking and improvisation. Finally we try to guide them toward more
effective intra-group communication (e.g., using scenarios) so that they can
monitor their own understanding and progress toward goals.
Community computing presents a challenging and rewarding context for
design. If our goal is to integrate community members' informal learning about
technology into their real world activities, then the sustainability of the learning
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process must become a high-priority requirement in our work. Ultimately this
may cause us to shift our attention from the design of community computing
systems to the evolution of community computing practices.
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